Durianrider here,
First things first, we don’t hate ANYONE in this email. We
do feel sad about their behavior towards us after we gave
years of endless support to them and helped them build
their online presence when they started from scratch.
A lot of rumors have been being passed around by
Kristina, Doug & co and we wanted to just put the
information out there and let our viewers decide what they
want to believe.
Ive been talking with Kristina since 2006 after we met in
Seattle. Here some of emails so you can get a better
understanding of how we were always supportive of her.
Every time she sent us a video or link, we promoted her
via our social media channels. We also encouraged
regular uploading of videos to our raw food forum which
was and still is the most popular raw foods and vegan
forum ever created. Our goal was to help build the
community. We didn’t expect or ever ask for any money.
All we expected was to be treated with respect vs being
treated as competition.
PS: The dates for each email are listed in the top right of
the email so you when each email was sent.

If you want to see truthful Yelp reviews of Kristina’s inperson behavior at her co-op.
Click on the hyperlink below. Of course K is super friendly
and extra attentive to anyone who can help further her
career, do her dirty work for her or those she observes to
be close to Freelee or myself.
http://www.yelp.com.au/biz/rawfully-organic-houston
So you get the picture. I have a few hundred of these sort
of emails. Kristina would ask for detailed advice and we
would happily give it to her. She was always acting like an
air hostess for Unicorn Airlines - bubbly with lots of unicorn
hugs. Little did we know what was going to happen. In
between the love and hugs there were a few times Freelee
inquired about some form of cross promotion to help get
the vegan message out to a wider audience but Kristina
either avoided answering the email, came up with a very
poor excuse or refused saying ‘I don’t feel its the right
time, maybe in the future….’. As her good friend said she
was very irritated by these requests. Of all the support we
gave her, when it came to sharing, Kristina dropped us
pretty quick. Like my Mum always said ‘you know who
your friends are when you ask for help..’.
A lot of people feel guilty because they can’t put the time
in to create elaborate recipes/photos that Kristina does.
Many do not realize that K has a personal maid who
juices, cuts and preps her food for the pictures and videos.

This is not something we made up but came straight from
her closest friends. This doesn’t make her a bad person
but being transparent about this will help make the lifestyle
easier for everyone.
Below we have the final straw. She privately wrote her
support to a lady (user name: Raw Truth) who was banned
off youtube for using CHILD PORNOGRAPHY pictures
she would photo Freelee’s face onto!!! (I have screen
shots of these but feel they are too graphic to share. Email
me in private if you want them as they are NSFW!) Many
of you saw this channel but many of you didn’t as it was
deleted shortly after it gained momentum. A few days
before youtube deleted her entire channel for child porn
photos, Kristina had this to say in support of her.

Kristina like to post these sort of photos to portray her as a

kind caring individual who is all about unity. My tip to K is
that Unity is NOT standing by yourself holding a cardboard
box. Here are some more examples of why we found we
wanted to distance ourself from Kristina. This sort of
fakeness really irks us.

The following is a legal threat letter to one of Kristina’s
fans. A young youtuber who was inspired by Kristina and
wanted to make healthy food videos as well. Rather than
being ‘a person of unity’, Kristina got her marketing team

to threaten the young girl. Lucky her parents are more
loaded than Kristina’s and their lawyers basically told
Kristina to fuck off with the petty legal threats of using
‘similar vegetable ingredients in a raw food recipe’.
Kristina realized she had lost so sent out some ‘unicorn
hugs’ to make it all better and adequately sucked up in
order to save her butt. Here is the letter that Kristina
denied sending and said ‘Freelee & DR had made it up!
OMG why are they are so mean to me?!!’. Kristina also got
her publicist to contact the other girl by phone about this
recipe. It was reported as NOT a nice conversation.

So there you go folks! If you put on a fake smile like K and

use similar organic ingredients, you too can expect a
‘letter in the mail’. In addition to this we were contacted by
another popular fruit page on facebook who shared a
similar experience.
“Kristina got her best friend to call me out on "copying her raw lasagna recipe"
because I posted it on my website a week after her. The funny thing is, is that I
made the recipe months before, took a picture and the dates were still on the
photos, SO, I emailed these photos to both Kristina and her friend and they were
like "oh sorry sorry sorry" blah blah, like seriously - you can't have much variation
when it comes to making raw lasagna, and you can't copyright a recipe so the
whole thing was blown out of proportion. It bothered me a bit that Kristina couldn't
stand up for herself and come forward, but instead had someone else do it.”

Another you tuber did a video called ‘Does Fully Raw
Kristina use Honey in her recipes?’ What was Kristina’s
response? She filed legal action against that youtuber as
well and her video was taken down. (I got in contact with
this you tuber and told them their legal rights and how to
appeal the legal action Kristina filed against them. They
will win 1000% as their usage constitutes a 'fair use' of
any such copyrighted material as provided for in Title 17
U.S.C. section 106A-117 of the US Copyright Law.
A friend emailed us with a link to Kristina’s ebook that was
uploaded to the internet and featured these honey recipes.
Kristina sent out emails accusing us of ‘hacking her gmail
account and website’. On further investigation through
google cache/way back machine it was shown that
Kristina’s very own graphic designer had uploaded her
ebook 10months earlier! Yes we have screenshots of
everything.

Next person we are disappointed in is Doug. Most of you
reading this found about about Doug via myself and
Freelee promoting him so much over the last decade. We
have promoted the 80/10/10 book more than Doug has
himself and never received nor asked for a cent. Many
people say Doug employed us as a marketing team. That
is 1000% untrue and we have never received a SINGLE
penny from Doug nor have asked for it.

Doug likes to act all professional and pretend his cashews
and nut butters are not cooked (they are Doug, you taught
me about this remember). He likes to ignore the fact he
got arrested for money laundering or that people have
died/been put in hospital/mental asylum during or shortly
after attending Doug’s fasting retreats. I feel Doug should
discuss these issues so they can be prevented in the
future vs pretend he is squeaky clean and 100%
professional all the time.

My alarm bells went off when in 2012 WFF on the very last
day when everyone had packed up and left it was just us
in a small group saying goodbye. Doug said good bye to
everyone else, then turned to me and span on his heels
and walked away. I just put it down to Doug having
cucumbers for dinner again and being in a bad mood as a
result. Then on his channel he uploaded an interview we
did together but didn’t put a link to my channel in the

description text. No big deal I thought, then I checked the
other interviews on the foodnsport channel and they had
social media links to the person being interviewed. The
final straw was when I asked Doug if he had voted us
against us in regard to the WFF situation. Doug lied to me
and said ’NO!’. Then I emailed Kristina, Anne, Yulia etc
and everyone but Mike lied to us. Only Mike had the guts
to admit he voted against us. Everyone else denied it even
though Mike told me the truth. He even rang me up and
gave me a heads up on what they were trying to do.
A lot of pioneers/attendees would complain about how
Doug was getting paid so much money (70k USD for his
appearance fees at the last WFF) but he was hard to
approach and spent most of his time in his room or just out
the front talking with the same people. One person wanted
a book signed and he told them ‘at the end of the week we
will set aside time for book signings and photos..’.
Then Doug has the audacity to send out this email. I didn’t
see it until a few months later and thought it was a fucking
joke.

Doug didn’t even keep his promise. His ‘1 video a day for
a year’ only lasted a week and in each video he said
‘Please sponsor me at the next WFF!’. So it was basically
another money funnel for Doug. This was my reply.

The only way Doug would put up a WFF banner on his site
would be if Mike took out another mortgage on his house
and paid Doug too. Mike never paid us for advertising the
WFF full time on our site we happily did it cos we know it
needed the social media exposure. We promoted WFF

more than anyone ever has or ever will and to be treated
like this just forced us to not want to be part of something
we believed in so much. We consider ourselves very
tolerant people but everyone has a threshold point and
ours was finally reached.

Derek Howler (DMAN) and Hannah Lipman (RAWJAM)

Freelee:
It all started when Derek Howler (Dman) put up a picture on Facebook of 2
avocados with the caption “Avo or cooked carbs?” obviously asking for peoples
opinions. It was a vague post to start with but I shared my opinion (based on that
caption) as did everyone else. My comments were factual and aimed to help Derek,
my communication was not at all nasty. Interestingly I was continually baited on
the thread by Hannah Lipman and another guy by the name of Rus sel and without
provocation accused of being egotistical and a fat phobic.
To be honest I was shocked by this as Hannah had always been an advocate of
cooked carbs over high fat raw but all of a sudden anyone who had this viewpoint
was delusional and scared of (quote) ‘sexy fats’. Her behaviour was strange to me
as we had been somewhat good (online) friends. Within a short time a friend
emails me a bitchy status Hannah puts up about Princess Neet and myself. That
screenshot is below:

Again we were shocked! Hannah was obviously talking about Neet and I and
continued to passively aggressively insult us on this thread. A few people defended
us saying it was cruel and out of line. She eventually took it down after receiving
so much heat. Amazingly Hannah then goes onto deny the status ever was about
us. A little too late. Myself and others discussed this openly on another thread
showing the screenshot then the next day Hannah puts up a status ranting about me
referring to me by my original name in an effort to offend me somehow. She then
blocks me personally from commenting on that particular post. A number of
people commented saying she was out of line but she was ‘non-apologetic’. The
screenshot is below. During this time myself and Derek Howler (Dman) were
chatting via PM (which is nothing new we have been on and off since 2011). We
are always straight up with each other, poke fun at each other and generally have a
good chat. Derek also stayed at our house once, I considered him a friend. Next
thing you know Dman has entered the thread with the following comment —>

To be honest we both nearly fell off our chairs! We had ZERO prior indication he
felt this way. We had always gone out of our way to help Derek and he had always
been a huge supporter of us, well it seems until he moved back to freezing Canada
and started smashing avocados with his new raw roommates. As you can see he
uses my original name in an attempt to be nasty (what are we 8 years old?). His
comment is aggressive and really out of character from the Derek we got to know.
In that comment Derek basically accuses me of harassing him via PM (O_O),
specifically mentioning comments about strava times and saying ‘I told ya so’.
Here is the comment he is ranting about. As if I’m going to ‘watch his strava times
close from now’ !! Of course that was said in fun. It was obviously not harassment!

A little while later (as you can see from time stamp) we started talking about
his girlfriend. This is proof that he wasn’t at all angry or upset by our light
hearted personal messages but later tried to use it to justify his nasty
comments. So something more was going on here behind the scenes.

Back to Hannah’s thread Derek then adds the following cruel and sexist
comment

What on earth could justify such a hateful sexist comment? Degrading
another persons physical appearance because we didn’t like their opinion
on a food item is pretty low. The level of ego is high in this comment, the
fact that Derek claims “THIS IS THE TRUTH OF THE SITUATION” is
laughable. What I did 13 years ago with my body is no one else’s business
but my own and I have never EVER discussed it with him so to claim to
know “the truth” is just ridiculous. Both their comments/posts were intended
to hurt, that is all. Here are some reactions.

Doug then praised Derek for his recent Facebook posts about us.

Below are the people who liked Derek's nasty comment

Derek then apologised in an email to me after receiving so much heat from
people for his brutal comment. I saw the email the day after he sent it and
didn’t reply within 1.5 days so instead of being humble he begins on the
attack again. He writes a huge post about how we are to blame and how he
is now not going to the fruit festival. This is NOT the behaviour of someone
who is truly sorry.
We do not hate either person of course but we choose not to spend our
time with volatile individuals but rather genuine friends who won’t turn on
you at the drop of an avocado.
———————————————

So people are wondering why we are speaking up now?
Well we reached threshold and honestly feel that being
silent is NOT the loving thing to do when others are
behaving in a manner that hurts others or themselves. We
sincerely hope that the people mentioned in this email
take a good long hard look in the mirror and clean up their
act and stop being so fake and egotistical. If anyone
doubts what is shared here, this is actually just scraping
the surface of the emails and stories we have.
Thanks for the ongoing support
Durianrider & Freelee
PS. Remember when David Wolfe tried to take legal action
against me for saying his claim that his company Sunfood
was ‘taken over by Monsanto’ was ‘complete BULLSHIT!’.
On the next page you will see the legal papers that DW
recently signed saying that he was bullshitting us the

whole time and that I and others were NOT lying.

